
Description of qualifications and research interests
Results from my thesis. Using the work of Geiss, Leclerc and Schröer [GLS11] and Leclerc [Lec16] that
give an explicit computation for seeds for cluster structures on categories Cw and C v , I designed an
algorithm computing explicitly a seed for the cluster structure on the category Cv,w , categorical model
of open Richardson varieties.

More precisely, starting with a seed R0 for the category Cw , I determined a sequence of mutations to
obtain a seed Rm . A subseed µ•(R0) of Rm is a seed for the cluster structure on Cv,w . To determine this
sequence, I made an induction using two equivalent formulations, one coming from the joint combina-
torics of the data v and w defining our framework, the other coming from the ∆-vectors of considered
modules. This work lead to the redaction of my thesis [Mén21a] and an article [Mén22] preprinted in
ArXiv, to be submitted soon.

Doing so, I have constructed a seed whose properties are verified either by induction or direct com-
putation (among which the belonging to the categories intersection is checked via a criterion I found
and proved).

These results, are currently studied by Pr. Bernhard Keller and Peigen Cao in order to solve Leclerc’s
conjecture, allowing us to strengthen the link between cluster algebras and related cluster structures
coming from categorification.

Independantly from my work, Galashin and Lam [GL19] and Serhiyenko, Shermann-Bennett and
Williams [SSW20] proved the same kind of explicit constructions in particular cases. My thesis is giving
a general framework to these works, whose articulation with mine is still under investigations.

I finally produced some algorithms ([Mén21b]) in Sage allowing explicit seed computation. The long-
term goal is these algorithm to join packages of the Sage libraries.

Research project In the following months my projects, to sum up, are :

• the study of dependency to initial data of the algorithm output and classifying cluster algebras
obtained from starting data, without needing the explicit computation,

• comparizon of Galashin-Lam and Serhiyenko, Shermann-Bennett and Williams works with mine,
in order to determine if their methods and mine are always giving the same seeds and, in case of
discrepancy, their origins,

• rewriting and optimize my algorithms’ implementation to be part of Sage libraries,

• a better characterization of frozen variables obtained with my algorithm, in order for Bernhard
Keller to end his proof scheme on Leclerc’s conjecture,

• study the connection between relations of Mirković-Vilonen data (and the associated polytopes)
and some permutahedra.

For my first project, I want to explore in which sense the obtained seeds are influenced by the choice
of representatives of the data w ∈W , Weyl element, I take. Subsequently, I want also to investigate how
the output is influenced by the v ≤ w (for the Bruhat order) subword of the representative forming the
other data.

Indeed, my algorithm takes the rightmost representative of v in the already chosen representative of
w and, to w and v fixed but with a different representative w , the representative of v could also totally
change leading to a very different sequence of mutation and another seed, still mutation-equivalent to
any output of the algorithm.

In order to do so, I can rely on my implementation giving me exhaustive cases for data in the smallest
types, like A2, A3, A4, D4 and E6. These will give me enough material to find some conjectures.

The second project is somewhat linked to this first one, in the sense that Serhiyenko, Sherman-
Bennett and Williams and Galashin and Lam works are on specific cases of my algorithm, mainly on
An type flag varieties. I hope the combinatorics used on plabic graphs will echo with some of the com-
binatorics I will have shown on the data of the first project. In addition on the classification side, I hope
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to translate the results of the first project in the framework of positroid varieties, allowing to classify the
obtained cluster algebras.

The third project is mainly independent to the others. I want, following some recommandations of
my thesis examinators, to rewrite a part of the algorithms written along the way during my PhD, in order
for it to match the Sage standards and to gain some optimization. I also want them to be more user-
friendly, notably by using an object-oriented approach, simplifying a part of the syntax, removing some
useless options, now that I have a user feedback by having used it for 2 years.

The fourth project comes from the talk Bernhard Keller gave on OCAS seminar1 and the exchange we
had together around my PhD defense.

Leclerc’s conjecture says that the cluster algebra obtained from the image of a seed for a cluster struc-
ture on categories over the preprojective algebra is the whole cluster algebra of the related coordinate
ring and not only a subalgebra. Proving Leclerc’s conjecture is thus certifying that additive categorifica-
tion is a totally usable tool to study cluster algebras in this context.

Cao and Keller proposed a draft of a proof of Leclerc’s conjecture, but to complete it we still need
to know which variables are frozen in the seed coming from my algorithm. In order to do so, I need to
look more into detail on the combinatorics of ∆-vector used in my thesis. In particular, in Cw we have
a description of projective summands (and thus frozen variables) but, due to the operation of taking a
subseed, it is unclear if these criterion described all the frozen variables. Another way is also to explore,
by looking at the ∆-vectors of neighbours of the considered summand. If the summands coming from
outgoing and incomming arrows does not add, we can hope to have found a frozen variable. This cri-
terion would be much more computational but, at least, would provide a computational way to tell if a
variable is frozen or not.

For the last project, suggested by Vincent Pilaud during my defense, it seems that some of my work on
Mirković-Vilonen polytopes echoes his work jointly with Padrol and Ritter on shard polytopes [PPR20].
It will be interesting to see how Mirković-Vilonen polytopes can be linked with shard polytopes or more
generally, with matroid polytopes. This will also need an extensive study of [GGMS87] which also build
some links between Schubert cells (which are the starting point of my researches) and matroids.
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